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ABSTRACT

Topic: 

Relative pronouns: “Who, which & that”

Relative pronouns are used link in a sentence in order to identify or

provide more information about "a person" “a thing“ or “place”

previously mentioned, their correct use in sentences could be pretty

hardly if L2 learners don’t have the correct knowledge on their

similarities and differences.

In order to avoid the lack of information in the use of these relative

pronouns let’s study the uses and the differences.

Key words: who, which, that

*L2: second language learner



Similarities and differences

This pronoun is only to refer to people

Who

Which

That

This pronoun is exclusively to refer 
to things, places, objects, etc.

This pronoun has different uses due to it can be use 
to refer to things, places, objects also to people.



Let’s do some practice

Complete the following text with who, which or that

Huejutla de Reyes Hidalgo, a)____ is located in the south of Hidalgo State, is the perfect
place to visit for the Holy death celebration b)____ is better known as Xantolo from
October 31st to November 2nd.

People there use to decorate beautiful altars in their houses to offer food, drinks, candies t
o their lovely relatives or friends c)______ passed away , in any restaurant d)___ you go in
the city you will find tamales and chocolate as the typical dish of the season.

Anyone e)______ visits Huejutla wants to come back for Xantolo.

Taken by Alfredo Barrón
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which

which

who/that

who/that

that
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